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MASSIMO ONOFRI

from Among Essayists: Toward a Counter-History of 
Italian Literature and Culture

When taking up the project of writing a history of Italian intellectuals 
to supplement the one already in circulation, to take proper account of 
the role of men and women of letters, one cannot ignore a large group 
of writers that has proven singularly adept at confronting the nexus of 
literature, society, and politics. I do not know how to classify its mode 
of writing other than to describe it as oblique, extravagant. It is a mode 
genuinely, so to speak, detached from established genres, from their 
principles. Such writers cannot be easily located on an ideological plane. 
Never categorized by political alignments or proximity to systems of 
established power, they are refractors of anysoever philosophical system. 
But that is not all. Their extravagance and obliqueness reveals itself even 
more resoundingly as a tone of artifice, a certain spuriousness of charac-
ter—and indeed these features can be ascribed to a kind of “essayism, ” 
a writing practice entrusted to a sense beyond that of imagination, to 
a truth sometimes more fantasized than thought. This writing mode 
carries with it the implicit conviction that the philosophical treatise on 
one hand, and the novel with its total autonomy of invention on the 
other, are destined to experience the same downfall.

§

Entrusted to a language that rises to the heavens of grand tradition 
and descends to the bowels of dialect, the novel intersperses narrative 
moments and documentary fictions with a unity approaching that of 
music: its form confirms that certain anomalies, a certain obliqueness 
of gaze—ultimately an unengaged intellect—yields intriguing effects. 
We can test this notion, briefly, with examples from the late twentieth 
century—and it may be best to proceed by comparative trials. I will 
attempt in these comparisons to demonstrate how the most successful 
attempts to recount a history of Italy, its national identity, have been 
made by works less programmatically within the system, less compro-
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mised by more or less progressive ideologies of its current moment—less 
obsessed, in short, with the politically correct binaries of literature and 
society, or literature and reality. These are works not infrequently cre-
ated from a missed appointment with modernity.
 Take the cases of Mario Soldati and Vitaliano Brancati: these writ-
ers could never have written Le lettere da Capri (The Capri Letters, 
1954) and Paolo il caldo (The fervor of Paolo, 1955; posthumous) if 
they hadn’ t brushed right on by Freud entirely. Le lettere da Capri is 
the story of a love triangle in which love displays all of its slippages and 
flaws, in which everything is, in the end, tremendously and genuinely 
ambiguous: Harry, blindly faithful to his wife Jane, discovers that his 
wife has betrayed him at the very moment he is confessing to her his 
own betrayal. And further: Jane knew Harry’ s lover, and it was she in 
fact who introduced her to him, though she had never suspected a 
thing. And again: Harry met Jane’ s lover as well, but mistook him for 
the lover of his lover, Dorothea. And finally: when Jane tries to save 
herself, it’ s Dorothea whom she asks for help, and the circle pathetically 
closes. Ambiguity reigns over all, and in this world, which is brimming 
with sin, there is no place for redemption. One can even read into this 
scenario the belief that God is “just, to the point of evil, ” compelling 
his creatures to the “highest evil ”—that is, to constant, merciless self-
torture. But what this emphasizes is that Soldati, simply by using, as 
Luigi Baldacci puts it, “the Christian framework of sin, ” its dialectic of 
penitence and redemption, succeeds in telling us of life, of its compli-
cated simplicity, more generously than Freud’ s acolytes could. Because 
this is the point: the ambiguity and the evil that fail to collide have a 
strongly gnoseological valence to them. This is Soldati’ s twentieth-
century modernity. It happens similarly in Brancati’ s Paolo il caldo: 
here it is perhaps programmatic and ironic antimodernism, the very 
unmodern longing for reason and virtue to share an identity, to allow 
moral clarity to proceed, without losing its way, through the muddy 
river of feeling and sense. Likewise, happy and deliberate ignorance of 
the mysteries of the unconscious allows Brancati to concoct an Italian 
story in which the picklock of lust accesses truth more profoundly than 
a morally listless and familist society.
 We can press on. Take Soldati and his near contemporary Cesare 
Pavese, and compare La giacca verde (The Green Jacket, 1950) with 
Il compagno (The Comrade, 1947): at heart, these are both stories of 
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initiation, accelerated by highly combustible social and political events 
(World War II in the first, fascism in the second). La giacca verde 
recounts the story of a famous orchestra conductor who takes refuge 
after the September 8 armistice in a convent, where, without reveal-
ing his identity, he subordinates himself, with a certain masochistic 
pleasure, to a mediocre and successful musician, fanning the flames 
of the musician’ s vanity and assisting him, without his knowledge, in 
his musical triumphs. The green jacket—vibrant and garish—worn 
by the obscure musician symbolizes, as Garboli wrote in 1992, “the 
absurd importance that mediocrity manages to grant him, ” without 
any “doubts about himself, ” in the “hypocritical, insincere conviction 
that talent, genius, originality do not exist. ” We see mediocrity reign 
triumphant with the abetment of genius. This is the case when, at the 
war’ s end, after being restored to their true roles, the two protago-
nists meet again: the kindly orchestra conductor lives out countless 
humiliations, crashing over and over on the obdurate imbecility of 
the obtuse, insignificant orchestra player, suffering helplessly at his 
impudent self-confidence. As the first humiliating episode takes place, 
the historical events that wear on are of paramount importance for the 
country. But equally does Soldati’ s story appear to be representative of 
certain Italians: it immortalizes their slovenliness, their pathetic and 
irritating mediocrity. In direct contrast we have Pavese’ s Compagno, 
where, beyond a few lyric conflagrations on the Piedmont landscape, 
the epilogue emerges as a truly false, pedantic, demonstrative, purely 
ideological, so to speak, piece of prose. As we look back, Pablo the 
communist turns out to be completely inauthentic and insincere when 
he returns to Linda, the novel’ s femme fatale, with no better reaction 
than to rail against her renewed faith in the party and her new, loyal 
companion (who boasts all the proper political credentials).
 Or take Elio Vittorini’ s abstracted Sicily, with its abstract furies, 
from Conversazione in Sicilia (Conversations in Sicily, 1941) and com-
pare it with the Sicily of Brancati, represented in a work from the same 
year, Gli anni perduti (The Lost Years): dreaming, slothful, euphoric, 
and ill, quarantined from any enthusiasm for progressive politics, but 
numbly alive. The latter has the effect of a black-and-white postcard, 
as sad as a still from one of those soaring Istituto Luce documentaries. 
Consider Memoriale (Memorial, 1961) and Corporale (Corporal, 1974) 
by Paolo Volponi, and compare them with two works of the meteoric, 
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inaudible neo-avant-garde, Capriccio Italiano (Italian caprice, 1963) by 
Edoardo Sanguineti and Vogliamo tutto (We want it all, 1971) by Nanni 
Balestrini. In Volponi, between realism and visionariness, we have 
one of the most dramatic diagnoses of the great industrial pathology 
of Italy; and in the coeval avant-garde works, we find the rhetorical 
excesses of a scholar who turned revolution into a problem of grammar 
(Sanguineti) and the cyclostyle imagination of a transgressive pencil-
pusher (Balestrini). Consider Il cigno (The Swan, 1993) by Sebastiano 
Vassalli and read it right after Malacarne (1998) by the wunderkind 
Giosuè Calaciura, a kind of mafioso cantata done as a high paroxysm 
of style: one instantly notices the somber but exhilarating tones of a 
feuilleton of political correctness, as committed as it is historically 
inaccurate and incomplete, offering only an unintentional parody 
of the Mafia. Indeed, the list of novels that have restored to us, often 
unintentionally, this counter-history of Italian literature and culture 
would be long, brimming with names up to the present age. We couldn’ t 
overlook, for example, autobiographical prose, tending especially to the 
female point of view, that has brought us some of the most compelling 
literature of the second half of the twentieth century. I’ m thinking of 
the unmistakable voice of Natalia Ginzburg in Lessico famigliare (Fam-
ily Sayings, 1963), but also of the Alpine sincerity of Lalla Romano, a 
writer capable of purifying the hot stink of those days, the Romano 
of Una giovinezza inventata (An invented youth, 1979), La penombra 
che abbiamo attraversato (The Penumbra, 1964), and Nei mari estremi 
(In the farthest seas, 1987).

§

It would be interesting to corroborate this outlook in the fields of po-
etry and literary criticism. There would be no end of discoveries. For 
poetry, I would stop at two names: Attilio Bertolucci, and his Camera 
da letto (The Bedroom, 1984–1988), and Giovanni Giudici, author of 
Vita in versi (A life in verse, 1965). La camera da letto is one of the 
most moving books of Italian poetry in recent years, in its attempts 
to build the house of poetry on a sandy foundation, keeping uncon-
taminated its most intimate and secret rooms. Presented in its most 
truly existential—though not explicitly metaphysical—dimension, 
this does not take away the fact that La camera is potentially more 
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susceptible than others of its time to further historical interrogation. 
And it’ s truly a miracle—of the kind only literature makes possible—
that it might be Bertolucci, the “divine egoist, ” the most refined and 
reluctant of cultivated intellectuals, who delivers us this enduring book 
on the mysterious, elusive Italian bourgeoisie. La camera da letto, in 
fact, can be also read as a provisional response to these questions: has 
Italy ever been, or can it ever be, a land inhabited, or inhabitable, by a 
peaceful and civilized gentry? Is another historical fate besides fascism 
even possible for the Italian bourgeoisie? I have always thought that 
Giudici’ s Vita in versi must be read in light of his most recent, ultra-
religious verse—as a sort of Itinerarium mentis in nihil, a modern, 
petit-bourgeois palinode evoking the popular itinerary of our beloved 
saint, Bonaventure of Bagnorea. The adjective “petit-bourgeois ” gives 
away what I’ m leading up to: a reconception and redefinition of this 
identity—in verse, no less—is a vital contribution, especially in light 
of the fact that many of the writers mentioned in this very piece 
punched their tickets on the petit-bourgeois character we eternally 
associate with Italian fascism. 
 For criticism, I would focus my attention on Luigi Baldacci, think-
ing comparatively about his two books, La musica in italiano (Music in 
Italian, 1997) and Il male nell’ ordine (Evil in the natural order, 1998). 
In the former, a scrupulous survey of the history of opera libretti of 
the nineteenth century, we cannot fail to glimpse, despite its angle of 
emphasis, an ideological history of Italy (its ideology in music, that is). 
In the latter, a collection of writings on Leopardi to match Baldacci’ s 
formidable study of Federigo Tozzi, we run across a new chapter in 
the history of national nihilism within which Baldacci stages a learned 
yet lethal screed against cognition. This is the crux: in the movement 
between the Italy that exists (and that would have been better not to 
have) and the Italy that perhaps has never existed (and that we might 
have hoped did), Baldacci sorts out the rationale for a freedom and 
an anticonformity that have been absolute. It is from a rationale of 
this type, and from this alone, I think, that a clear parallel history of 
Italian literature and culture might truly be written. 
 This returns me to the notion of books of spurious genre, if for no 
other reason than that I have read them with the most interest (and 
the most engagement) in recent years. I’ ll offer a brief, informal list, 
covering just the last decade: L’ Italia di mattina (Morning in Italy, 
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1990) by Franco Cordelli, where the bicycle becomes, due to release 
and power, a truly evocative means for retracing (and rereading) the 
Italian peninsula; Nico Orengo, Gli spiccioli di Montale. Requiem 
per un uliveto (Montale’ s loose change: requiem for an olive grove, 
1992); Sandro Veronesi, Cronache italiane (Italian chronicles, 1992); 
Antonio Franchini, Quando vi ucciderete, maestro? (When will you 
kill one another, master?, 1996); Sandro Onofri, Le magnifiche sorti 
(Magnificent fates, 1997); Eraldo Affinati, Campo del sangue (Fields 
of blood, 1997); Fabrizia Ramondino, L’ isola riflessa (Reflected isle, 
1998); Nicola Fano, De Rege varietà. Probabile biografia di un duo 
comico (De Rege variety: possible biography of a comedy duo, 1998); 
Edoardo Albinati, Maggio Selvaggio (Savage May, 1999). On these 
grounds—this spurious chapter in the history of Italian prose, an era 
insatiable for reality, not willing to allow itself to be overwhelmed by 
the sentiment of unreality that besieges us—a critique more attentive 
to an Italian literature not vampirized by the genre of the novel, a genre 
that drains more and more of its blood as time goes on, would allow 
us to revise our static, fossilized canon of twentieth-century Italian 
literature.

Translated by Joel Calahan


